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Literary Theory 2017-01-23 the new edition of this bestselling literary theory
anthology has been thoroughly updated to include influential texts from
innovative new areas including disability studies eco criticism and ethics covers
all the major schools and methods that make up the dynamic field of literary
theory from formalism to postcolonialism expanded to include work from stuart
hall sara ahmed and lauren berlant pedagogically enhanced with detailed
editorial introductions and a comprehensive glossary of terms
Epistemology 2008-02-11 new and thoroughly updated epistemology an
anthology continues to represent the most comprehensive and authoritative
collection of canonical readings in the theory of knowledge concentrates on the
central topics of the field such as skepticism and the pyrrhonian problematic the
definition of knowledge and the structure of epistemic justification offers
coverage of more specific topics such as foundationalism vs coherentism and
virtue epistemology presents wholly new sections on testimony memory and
perception and the value of knowledge features modified sections on the
structure of knowledge and justification the non epistemic in epistemology and
the nature of the epistemic includes many of the most important contributions
made in recent decades by several outstanding authors
British Literature 1640-1789 2016-02-23 spanning the period from the british
civil war to the french revolution the fourth edition of this successful anthology
increases its coverage of canonical writings plays and of the development of
british literature in the american colonies a thoroughly updated new edition of
this popular anthology which focuses firmly on the eighteenth century without
neglecting the seventeenth century contains new texts including the play rover
by aphra behn and beggars opera by john gay increased canonical works
including works by dryden pope and johnson and historical contextual materials
with particualr attention to the americas features updated introductions
throughout taking into acccount recent critical works and editions includes
useful resources such as an alternative list of contents by theme and a chronolgy
of literary and political events providing valuable historical and cultural context
Modernism 2005-07-15 modernism an anthology is the most comprehensive
anthology of anglo american modernism ever to be published amply represents
the giants of modernism james joyce gertrude stein virginia woolf t s eliot ezra
pound wallace stevens marianne moore samuel beckett includes a generous
selection of continental texts enabling readers to trace modernism s dialogue
with the futurists the dadaists the surrealists and the frankfurt school supported
by helpful annotations and an extensive bibliography allows readers to
encounter anew the extraordinary revolution in language that transformed the
aesthetics of the modern world
Old and Middle English 2000-04-14 this selection of literary texts ranges from
the earliest writings in the vernacular up to the time of chaucer spanning almost
seven centuries it encapsulates the foundation and consolidation of literature
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written in english
Renaissance Literature 2003 now fully revised and updated bioethics an
anthology 3rd edition contains a wealth of new material reflecting the latest
developments this definitive text brings together writings on an unparalleled
range of key ethical issues compellingly presented by internationally renowned
scholars the latest edition of this definitive one volume collection now updated
to reflect the latest developments in the field includes several new additions
including important historical readings and new contemporary material
published since the release of the last edition in 2006 thematically organized
around an unparalleled range of issues including discussion of the moral status
of embryos and fetuses new genetics neuroethics life and death resource
allocation organ donations public health aids human and animal experimentation
genetic screening and issues facing nurses subjects are clearly and captivatingly
discussed by globally distinguished bioethicists a detailed index allows the
reader to find terms and topics not listed in the titles of the essays themselves
Bioethics 2015-12-21 the fourth edition of ethics in practice offers an
impressive collection of 70 new revised and classic essays covering 13 key
ethical issues essays integrate ethical theory and the discussion of practical
moral problems into a text that is ideal for introductory and applied ethics
courses a fully updated and revised edition of this authoritative anthology of
classic and contemporary essays covering a wide range of ethical and moral
issues integrates ethical theory with discussions of practical moral problems and
includes three essays on theory written specifically for this volume nearly half of
the essays are written or revised exclusively for this anthology which now also
features eleven essays new to this edition as well as expanded sections
discussing theory reproductive technologies war and terrorism and animals
content allows teachers to discuss discrete practical issues e g euthanasia focus
on the broader grouping of topics e g life and death or focus on common themes
which bridge sections sexism moral standing individualism and community
section introductions not only outline the basic issues discussed in the essays
but relate them to theoretical perspectives and practical issues discussed
elsewhere in the book guides students with supporting introductory essays on
reading philosophy theorizing about ethics writing a philosophy paper and a
supporting web site at hughlafollette com eip4
Ethics in Practice 2014-01-02 renaissance drama experience the best and most
noteworthy works of renaissance drama this third edition of renaissance drama
an anthology of plays and entertainments is the latest installment of a
groundbreaking collection of non shakespearean renaissance drama covering
not only the popular drama of the period renaissance drama includes masques
lord mayor shows royal performances and the popular mystery plays of the time
the selections fairly represent the variety and quality of renaissance drama and
they include works of scholarly and literary interest each work included in this
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edition comes with an insightful and illuminating introduction that places the
piece in its historical and cultural context with accompanying text explaining the
significance of each piece and the ways in which it interacts with other works
new to this edition are the famous entertainment for elizabeth at kenilworth
george peele s remarkably inventive the old wives tale the oft forgotten history
of thomas of woodstock predecessor to shakespeare s richard ii john lyly s
gallathea a work which explores gender and love written for the children s
company at saint paul s ben johnson s volpone and the controversial epicoene
perfect for scholars teachers and readers of the english renaissance renaissance
drama an anthology of plays and entertainments belongs on the bookshelves of
anyone with even a passing interest in the drama of its time
Renaissance Drama 2022-08-15 this authoritative collection of the seminal
texts in post war political philosophy has now been updated and expanded
reprints key articles mainly unabridged touching upon the nature of the state
democracy justice rights liberty equality and oppression includes work from
politics law and economics as well as from continental and analytic philosophy
now includes thirteen additional texts taking account of recent developments in
the field and reflecting the most pressing concerns in international affairs can
be used alongside a companion to contemporary political philosophy blackwell
publishing 1993 second edition in preparation as the basis for a systematic
introduction to the subject
Contemporary Political Philosophy 2005-09-23 the second edition of romanticism
an anthology is widely regarded as the most comprehensive collection available
of poetry and prose by the british romantics this magnificent anthology is now
available as a package with david miall and duncan wu s revolutionary
romanticism the cd rom both works reflect recent developments in romantic
scholarship particularly in the expansion of the literary canon alongside
unabridged texts from canonical writers are works by women and writers in
other genres including political and philosophical writers diarists painters
broadside balladeers reviewers and letter writers additions for the second
edition of the anthology include wordsworth s the ruined cottage the pedlar
michael the brothers and extracts from the five book prelude and the fourteen
book prelude coleridge s this lime tree bower my prison kubla khan the pains of
sleep dejection an ode the eolian harp and frost at midnight byron s stanzas to
augusta epistle to augusta and don juan canto ii substantial editorial material
includes an introduction exploring the phenomenon of romanticism detailed
annotations and author headnotes providing biographical details lists of
significant recent criticism and in many cases brief critical introductions the
unique easy to use cd rom both incorporates the anthology in its first edition
including wordsworth s prelude 1805 in its entirety and provides substantial
selections from over ninety other writers built in hypertext links enable readers
to experience the intertextuality of writing during this period and understand
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the cultural context in which the texts were created the cd rom offers a huge
range of resources including more than 1200 high quality graphics including
illustrations prints and paintings scenes from the english lake district the alps
and the ruins of rome and pompeii photographs of landscapes and detailed maps
chronologies a biographic dictionary of the key figures of the period a tours
feature which enables teachers or students to build their own routes through the
cd rom or to take preset introductory tours e g through slavery romanticism an
anthology with cd rom is the most exciting resource available for students and
researchers discovering the romantic period
Romanticism: An Anthology: with CD-ROM, Second Edition 2000-10-26 this new
anthology brings together the most diverse and recent voices in postcolonial
theory to emerge since 9 11 alongside classic texts in established areas of
postcolonial studies brings fresh insight and renewed political energy to
established domains such as nation history literature and gender engages with
contemporary concerns such as globalization digital cultures neo colonialism
and language debates includes wide geographical coverage from ireland and
india to israel and palestine provides uniquely broad coverage offering a full
sense of the tradition including significant essays on science technology and
development education and literacy digital cultures and transnationalism edited
by a distinguished postcolonial scholar this insightful volume serves scholars
and students across multiple disciplines from literary and cultural studies to
anthropology and digital studies
Old and Middle English 2019-09-13 designed for upper level undergraduate and
graduate students this text provides the reader with an overview of the complex
sophisticated and sometimes conflicting developments in theories of mind that
have taken place over the last 40 years
Postcolonial Studies 2015-09-28 thoroughly updated the second edition of this
highly successful textbook continues to represent the most comprehensive and
authoritative collection of canonical readings in metaphysics in addition to
updated material from the first edition it presents entirely new sections on
ontology and the metaphysics of material objects one of the most comprehensive
and authoritative metaphysics anthologies available now updated and expanded
offers the most important contemporary works on the central issues of
metaphysics includes new sections on ontology and the metaphysics of material
objects as well as readings on the topics of fictionalism fundamentality tropes
vague identity temporary intrinsics stage theory and composition surpasses
other anthologies in its combination of contributions from leading
metaphysicians and a younger generation of rising stars
Mind and Cognition 2008-02-11 the new edition of this celebrated anthology
surveys the western philosophical tradition from its origins in ancient greece to
the work of today s leading philosophers western philosophy an anthology
provides an authoritative guided tour through the great tradition of western
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philosophical thought the seminal writings of the great philosophers along with
more recent readings of contemporary interest are explored in 144 substantial
and carefully chosen extracts each preceded by a lucid introduction guiding
readers through the history of a diverse range of key arguments and explaining
how important theories fit into the unfolding story of western philosophical
inquiry broad in scope the anthology covers all the main branches of philosophy
theory of knowledge and metaphysics logic and language philosophy of mind the
self and freedom religion and science moral philosophy political theory
aesthetics and the meaning of life all in self contained parts which can be
worked on by students and instructors independently the third edition of the
anthology contains newly incorporated classic texts from thinkers such as
aquinas machiavelli descartes william james and wittgenstein each of the 144
individual extracts is now followed by sample questions focusing on the key
philosophical problems raised by the excerpt and accompanied by detailed
further reading suggestions that include up to date links to online resources also
new to this edition is an introductory essay written by john cottingham which
offers advice to students on how to read and write about a philosophical text
part of the blackwell philosophy anthologies series western philosophy an
anthology third edition remains an indispensable collection of classic source
materials and expert insights for both beginning and advanced university
students in a wide range of philosophy courses
Metaphysics 2011-09-06 the wiley blackwell anthology of african american
literature is a comprehensive collection of poems short stories novellas novels
plays autobiographies and essays authored by african americans from the
eighteenth century until the present evenly divided into two volumes it is also
the first such anthology to be conceived and published for both classroom and
online education in the new millennium reflects the current scholarly and
pedagogic structure of african american literary studies selects literary texts
according to extensive research on classroom adoptions scholarship and the
expert opinions of leading professors organizes literary texts according to more
appropriate periods of literary history dividing them into seven sections that
accurately depict intellectual cultural and political movements includes more
reprints of entire works and longer selections of major works than any other
anthology of its kind this first volume contains a comprehensive collection of
texts authored by african americans from the eighteenth century until the 1920s
the two volumes of this landmark anthology can also be bought as a set at over
20 savings
Western Philosophy 2021-07-06 romanticism praise for the third edition an
outstanding anthology an excellent choice for advanced undergraduate courses
on the romantic era this edition s improvements include illustrations a detailed
chronology and expanded selections from women poets i look forward to using
this edition of romanticism for years to come kim wheatley college of william
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and mary this anthology even more magnificent and indispensable in its third
edition is not simply the most useful or the most learned anthology of english
romantic poetry and thought it is the most exciting leslie brisman yale university
duncan wu s romanticism an anthology has been appreciated by thousands of
literature students and their teachers across the globe since its first appearance
in 1994 and is the most widely used teaching text in the field in the uk now in its
fourth edition it stands as the essential work on romanticism it remains the only
such book to contain complete poems and essays edited especially for this
volume from manuscript and early printed sources by wu along with his
explanatory annotations and author headnotes this new edition carries all texts
from the previous edition adding keats s isabella and shelley s epipsychidion as
well as a new selection from the poems of sir walter scott all editorial materials
including annotations author headnotes and prefatory materials are revised for
this new edition romanticism an anthology remains the only textbook of its kind
to include complete and uncut texts of wordsworth and coleridge lyrical ballads
1798 wordsworth the ruined cottage the pedlar the two part prelude michael the
brothers and the preface to lyrical ballads 1800 charlotte smith elegiac sonnets
3rd edn 1786 the emigrants beachy head felicia dorothea hemans records of
woman sequence all 19 poems byron childe harold s pilgrimage canto iii and don
juan dedication and cantos i and ii blake songs of innocence and of experience
the marriage of heaven and hell and urizen shelley prometheus unbound
epipsychidion the mask of anarchy and adonais keats odes the two hyperions
lamia isabella and the eve of st agnes hannah more sensibility and slavery a
poem anna laetitia barbauld eighteen hundred and eleven ann yearsley a poem
on the inhumanity of the slave trade helen maria williams a farewell for two
years to england as well as generous selections from the works of mary robinson
john thelwall dorothy wordsworth robert southey charles lamb thomas de
quincey william hazlitt leigh hunt john clare letitia landon and elizabeth barrett
browning visit romanticismanthology com for resources to accompany the
anthology including a dynamic timeline which illustrates key historical and
literary events during the romantic period and features links to useful materials
and visual media
Epistemology 2019-07-29 the wiley blackwell anthology of african american
literature is a comprehensive collection of poems short stories novellas novels
plays autobiographies and essays authored by african americans from the
eighteenth century until the present evenly divided into two volumes it is also
the first such anthology to be conceived and published for both classroom and
online education in the new millennium reflects the current scholarly and
pedagogic structure of african american literary studies selects literary texts
according to extensive research on classroom adoptions scholarship and the
expert opinions of leading professors organizes literary texts according to more
appropriate periods of literary history dividing them into seven sections that
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accurately depict intellectual cultural and political movements includes more
reprints of entire works and longer selections of major works than any other
anthology of its kind this second volume contains a comprehensive collection of
texts authored by african americans from the 1920s to the present the two
volumes of this landmark anthology can also be bought as a set at over 20
savings
The Wiley Blackwell Anthology of African American Literature, Volume 1
2014-01-02 the philosophy of action an anthology is an authoritative collection of
key work by top scholars arranged thematically and accompanied by expert
introductions written by the editors this unique collection brings together a
selection of the most influential essays from the 1960s to the present day an
invaluable collection that brings together a selection of the most important
classic and contemporary articles in philosophy of action from the 1960 s to the
present day no other broad ranging and detailed coverage of this kind currently
exists in the field each themed section opens with a synoptic introduction and
includes a comprehensive further reading list to guide students includes
sections on action and agency willing and trying intention and intentional action
acting for a reason the explanation of action and free agency and responsibility
written and organised in a style that allows it to be used as a primary teaching
resource in its own right
Romanticism 2012-02-03 the new edition of this authoritative introduction to the
philosophy of technology includes recent developments in the subject while
retaining the range and depth of its selection of seminal contributions and its
much admired editorial commentary remains the most comprehensive anthology
on the philosophy of technology available includes editors insightful section
introductions and critical summaries for each selection revised and updated to
reflect the latest developments in the field combines difficult to find seminal
essays with a judicious selection of contemporary material examines the
relationship between technology and the understanding of the nature of science
that underlies technology studies
The Wiley Blackwell Anthology of African American Literature, Volume 2
2014-01-13 this carefully selected set of readings presents some of the
mostimportant articles in the field the collection is essentialreading for anyone
with an interest in legal philosophy gathers together some of the most important
articles in thefield of philosophy of law and legal theory complements dennis
patterson s a companion to philosophy oflaw and legal theory blackwell 1999
represents essential reading for the beginning lawstudent
Romanticism 1999 spanning almost seven centuries this anthology
encapsulates the foundation and consolidation of literature written in english
culminating in some of the finest works produced in english in the high middle
ages new edition of this widely used anthology of old and middle english
literature spans almost seven centuries from the earliest writings in english to
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the time of chaucer encapsulates the foundation and consolidation of literature
written in english culminating in some of the finest works produced in the high
middle ages now extended to include newly edited versions of key late medieval
texts namely sir gawain and the green knight extracts from piers plowman and
selections from chaucer texts are arranged by date of manuscript full
translations are offered for the old and earlier middle english material along
with marginal glosses for the later texts a general introduction gives an outline
of key works and the historical context in which they were written
Philosophy of Action 2015-02-17 asian art is the first comprehensive anthology
of important primary documents and key contemporary scholarship on asian art
history traces the rich artistic traditions in china japan korea india and
southeast asia across time periods media cultural contexts and geography from
the terracotta armies of the first emperor of qin to late 20th century installation
art covers both imperially commissioned works and popular vernacular art
includes an accessible introduction which provides suggestions of thematic
connections across the vast array of visual culture and historical time covered
captures the diversity and depth of asian art through primary documents from
inscriptions and imperial decrees to writings by artists and travellers and
through examples of the very best scholarship in the field features introductory
material for each extract an easy to navigate chronological structure and has
been extensively tested by the editors and their colleagues in classrooms
Philosophy of Technology 2013-12-02 featuring updates and the inclusion of nine
new chapters analytic philosophy an anthology 2nd edition offers a
comprehensive and authoritative collection of the most influential readings in
analytic philosophy written over the past hundred years features broad coverage
of analytic philosophy including such topics as ethics methodology and freedom
and personal identity focuses on classic or seminal articles that were especially
influential or significant new articles in this edition include proof of an external
world by g e moore criteria defeasibility and knowledge by john mcdowell
sensations and brain processes by j j c smart selections from sense and
sensibilia by j l austin other bodies by tyler burge individualism and
supervenience by jerry fodor responsibility and avoidability by roderick chisholm
alternative possibilities and moral responsibility by harry frankfurt and personal
identity by derek parfit offers diverse approaches to analytic philosophy by
including readings from austin wittgenstein quine and davidson
Philosophy of Law and Legal Theory 2003-02-24 this anthology promotes a new
vision american philosophy as complex and constantly changing enlivened by
historically marginalized yet never silent voices
Old and Middle English c.890-c.1400 2004-02-23 ethical theory an anthology
is an authoritative collection of key essays by top scholars in the field addressing
core issues including consequentialism deontology and virtue ethics as well as
traditionally underrepresented topics such as moral knowledge and moral
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responsibility brings together seventy six classic and contemporary pieces by
renowned philosophers from classic writing by hume and kant to contemporary
writing by derek parfit susan wolf and judith jarvis thomson guides students
through key areas in the field among them consequentialism deontology
contractarianism and virtue ethics includes coverage of metaethics normative
ethics and practical ethics reaches beyond traditional texts by also including
important but usually underrepresented topics such as moral knowledge moral
standing moral responsibility and ethical particularism raises questions about
the status and rational authority of morality
Asian Art 2006-05-12 a rigorous authoritative new anthology which brings
together some of the most significant contemporary scholarship on the theory of
knowledge carefully calibrated and judiciously curated this strong and
contemporary new anthology builds upon epistemology an anthology second
edition wiley blackwell 2008 by drawing a concise and well balanced selection of
higher level readings from a large diverse and evolving body of research
includes 17 readings that represent a broad and vital part of contemporary
epistemology including articles by female philosophers and emerging thought
leaders organized into seven thoughtful and distinct sections including virtue
epistemology practical reasons for belief and epistemic dysfunctions among
others designed to sit alongside the highly successful anthology of canonical
essays epistemology an anthology second edition wiley blackwell 2008 edited by
a distinguished editorial team including ernie sosa one of the most influential
active epistemologists highlights cutting edge methodologies and contemporary
topics for advanced students instructors and researchers
Analytic Philosophy 2011-08-22 this volume represents the most comprehensive
and authoritative collection of canonical readings in theory of knowledge it is
ideal as a reader for all courses in epistemology
Philosophy of Literature 2004 the wiley blackwell anthology of african
american literature is a comprehensive collection of poems short stories novellas
novels plays autobiographies and essays authored by african americans from the
eighteenth century until the present evenly divided into two volumes it is also
the first such anthology to be conceived and published for both classroom and
online education in the new millennium reflects the current scholarly and
pedagogic structure of african american literary studies selects literary texts
according to extensive research on classroom adoptions scholarship and the
expert opinions of leading professors organizes literary texts according to more
appropriate periods of literary history dividing them into seven sections that
accurately depict intellectual cultural and political movements includes more
reprints of entire works and longer selections of major works than any other
anthology of its kind works hand in hand with the wiley blackwell companion to
african american literature a landmark collection of essays which presents
secondary criticism by eminent scholars on many texts and movements featured
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in the anthology
Medieval Drama 2000 a rigorous authoritative new anthology which brings
together some of the most significant contemporary scholarship on the theory of
knowledge carefully calibrated and judiciously curated this strong and
contemporary new anthology builds upon epistemology an anthology second
edition wiley blackwell 2008 by drawing a concise and well balanced selection of
higher level readings from a large diverse and evolving body of research
includes 17 readings that represent a broad and vital part of contemporary
epistemology including articles by female philosophers and emerging thought
leaders organized into seven thoughtful and distinct sections including virtue
epistemology practical reasons for belief and epistemic dysfunctions among
others designed to sit alongside the highly successful anthology of canonical
essays epistemology an anthology second edition wiley blackwell 2008 edited by
a distinguished editorial team including ernie sosa one of the most influential
active epistemologists highlights cutting edge methodologies and contemporary
topics for advanced students instructors and researchers
American Philosophies 2001-12-21 for over fifty years philosophers working
within the broader remit of analytic philosophy have developed and refined a
substantial body of work in aesthetics and the philosophy of art curating a core
foundation of scholarship which offers rigor and clarity on matters of profound
and perennial interest relating to art and all forms of aesthetic appreciation now
in its second edition and thoroughly revised aesthetics and the philosophy of art
the analytic tradition an anthology captures this legacy in a comprehensive
introduction to the core philosophical questions and conversations in aesthetics
through 57 key essays selected by leading scholars peter lamarque and stein
haugom olsen this anthology collects modern classics as well as new
contributions on essential topics such as the identification and ontology of art
interpretation values of art art and knowledge and fiction and the imagination
new to this edition are selections which treat aesthetic experience more widely
including essays on the aesthetics of nature and aesthetics in everyday life other
carefully chosen pieces analyze the practice and experience of specific art forms
in greater detail including painting photography film literature music and
popular art such as comics this bestselling collection is an essential resource for
students and scholars of aesthetics designed to foster a foundational
understanding of both long standing and contemporary topics in the field
Ethical Theory 2007-08-07
Victorian Women Poets 1995
Contemporary Epistemology 2019
Epistemology 2000-02-29
African Philosophy 1998
The Wiley Blackwell Anthology of African American Literature:
1746-1920 2014
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Contemporary Epistemology 2019-03-12
Aesthetics and the Philosophy of Art 2018-12-06
Contemporary Political Philosophy: an Anthology 1997
The Echoing Green 1954
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